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Walks

A few times each year MountainViews organises hillwalks
and you might like to consider trying one (and it’s not just
for members - all able to do an intermediate standard
walk welcome!)
If you are a member why not get to meet some of your
fellow members on one of our hikes?
Details appear in the Events section of the MountainViews
monthly newsletter.

Bag Yourself
the Perfect Gift.

A Guide to Ireland’s Mountain Summits, originally published by Collins Press,
Cork in 2014 this book lists the Arderins, the Vandeleur-Lynams, the 27
County Highpoints and Ireland’s Highest Hundred mountains in one volume.
Available online (https://www.amazon.com/Guide-Irelands-MountainSummits-Vandeleur-Lynams/dp/1848891644 ) and in some bookshops.

We run on volunteering.
But we also need money to keep the website and
community functioning. Insurance, Hosting, Meeting
Expenses, Publications etc.
Please Donate Here: https://mountainviews.ie/donate/
For amounts over €2000 or legacy bequests,
please contact us at secretary@mountainviews.ie
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A rich tapestry of hillwalking
Community supporters: You contributed 34 articles to this our
fifth Annual – thanks from all of us. Readers: our Annual this
year is a diverse selection from this rich range of contributions.
Find articles about interesting places, maps, distant places
such as the Faroes, kit, poetry, waterfalls. And much more,
and lots of pictures.
Last year saw women finishing major lists, we have an article
about that and also Mountaineering Ireland’s Hillwalking
Committee in its first year.
Winter is a time for reflection on what we and others have done
and what we could do in future – we hope this Annual helps.
Cover: Mourne Mountains first snow: Meelbeg to Lough Shannagh.
douglas reid
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The MountainViews Gathering 2020

With River Walking and Coastal Delights, this year’s event is definitely not
to be missed, writes David Owens

2020 sees the 10th hosting of what has become one of
hillwalking’s premier events; the Annual MountainViews
Gathering. This has become a firm tradition in the hillwalking
calendar, provides a focus
for the coming together of
hillwalkers from all corners
of the island of Ireland,
and beyond, to reflect on
the past year’s walking,
meet old friends and new
and begin planning for the
year ahead. It is open to
everyone.
The event also features
a number of speakers.
Last year, an attendance of
around 90 hillwalkers heard
from Éanna Ní Lamhna,
one of Ireland’s foremost
figures in the area of nature
and the environment, who
spoke to us about ‘Wildlife
on the Hills – by day and
by night’. In addition, we
heard from two young
walkers, Ellie Berry and
Carl Lange, better known
as ‘Toughsoles’ who were midway through their goal of
walking every National Waymarked Trail in the country,
a total of 42 trails and 4,000km. [ED see report of their
July finish here: https://mountainviews.ie/mv/_serverdata/
monthlynews/attachments/Newsletter2019-08.pdf]
This year’s line-up is
equally good;
Olivia O’Leary – well
known
journalist,
writer and current
affairs
presenter
who has worked for
both RTE and BBC
and the Irish Times,
among others. She
currently broadcasts
a weekly political
diary on Drivetime
on RTE.
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Olivia is also a keen walker and will present a talk
entitled “Path of Dreams: the Barrow Way” about walking
the Barrow towpath between Athy and St Mullins, and the
bits of history and flora and fauna along the way. She will
also explain how the campaign to keep the natural grass
surface of this 250 year old path fits in with the recent United
Nations call for countries to create corridors of biodiversity.
Iain Miller of UniqueAscent
– Based in Donegal, Iain is a
rock-climber and Mountain
Instructor who has made a
speciality of climbing the sea
stacks scattered around our
coasts, and who has written
and published extensively.
His talk will focus on the cliffs
and seastacks of Donegal
and contains some aweinspiring photography. If you
have always hankered after climbing a sea stack, Iain is the
man to talk to!
The MV site has attracted interest from many overseas
walkers, many have begun completing our lists, and we
are delighted to welcome some of these to our Gathering
most years. The Gathering is also our opportunity to
present awards to those who have completed specific lists
or who have given outstanding service to the hillwalking &
MV community.
On top of that, Simon Stewart will give a further update
on the development of the MV website, while Peter Walker
will compère in his own inimitable fashion.
As always, we expect it to be a great night – hope to
see you there!
Note the place & date:
Lansdowne Hotel, 27 - 29 Pembroke Road, Dublin 4,
7:30 for 8pm start, Friday, 21st February 2020.
There will be a charge of €10 on the door.
There is ample parking in nearby Wellington Road, free
after 18:30.
The excellent bar facilities allow you to have a drink with
other hillwalkers before or after the event. You can get a meal
before the meeting also. Should you wish to stay overnight
then please consider staying with the Lansdowne.

Complex Caha: Rocky ridges.
Iain Thow explores the wild area west of
Sugarloaf Mountain on the Beara Peninsula

Toberavanaha from Nareera SW Top
iain thow

T

he Irish hills are complex enough that however much
wandering around you do amongst them you still keep
on finding new corners to surprise and delight you. Every
so often you come across a place that absolutely blows
you away and you come away thinking “How on earth has it
taken me so long to get around to visiting here?”. Sugarloaf
in the Cahas did that for me last year. It’s no great distance
from my 90’s hangout in South Kerry but I suppose I was
finding enough objectives in the Kingdom without needing
to venture across into the Other County. Finally made it to
Sugarloaf last year and boy had I been missing out. The
round of it and Nareera is as good a half day as you’ll find
anywhere. There are six jaggy rock peaks (well, five-anda-lump) and a maze of nicely perched lochans, the whole
place being scattered with rows of sandstone slabs in
classic South-western fashion, as wild and rugged a spot
as any mountain addict could wish for.
Access is easy though, with space for a couple of cars
by the standing stone at Leitrim Beg (V894 512) from where
a decent track leads high onto the south west shoulder of

Nareera (thanks to Liz50 and muddyboots for the route).
Even above the track the going isn’t too bad up to the first
top, with useful sheep tracks leading up to the tiny Lough
Keel. The re-routed Beara Way passes just to the north so
getting to the main summits from here can be easy. The
temptation to go exploring is strong however, and takes
you into much more challenging terrain. Once off the track
it’s impossible to walk in a straight line for more than a few
yards without meeting a rock slab, a pool or a bog. I loved
it!
The summits themselves are dramatic places, with spiky
rock crests just asking to be perched on and the feel of
much bigger peaks. The exception to the rule is Nareera
North Top, which is a bit amorphous and off the obvious
route but is in a nice wild area and being an Arderin Beg
has to be visited (once a mad bagger….). Nareera is a
rounded dome when seen from a safe distance but close
up it definitely growls at you, with snarly rock teeth all over
the place. Some of the minor summits are quite tricky to
reach and an overgrown kid (who, me?) could spend quite
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a lot of time scrambling around.
Between Nareera and Sugarloaf is a fairly separate hill
with three main tops (plus the predictable throng of minor
ones). All the tops are spiky and it would be a very confusing
area in mist. OS maps don’t give the hill a separate name
and both MV and the UK databases call it Sugarloaf West
Top, which is odd as it’s closer to Nareera in distance
and the col with Sugarloaf is much lower. Apparently, it’s
sometimes referred to as Toberavanaha from the nearby
Lough and this makes sense to me. It’s a splendid hill and
surely deserves a name of its own! Just to confuse matters
further the north-western summit counts as an Arderin Beg
(“Sugarloaf Far West Top”) but the equally separate-looking
south-eastern one doesn’t. I suspect that a survey here
might add a new top to the list.
Ultimately it doesn’t matter whether something features
on a list or not, the only sensible question is whether it’s
fun to climb and all three summits definitely qualify on that
score. From them you drop a good 90 metres to a boggy
notch below Sugarloaf and from here the going eases. You
are now heading with the grain of the land so can follow a
grassy runnel up between the lines of slab. There’s even a
bit of a path, quite a rarity in Beara. Being off to the side
of the main range the view is more extensive than from the
other tops, with the sweep of Bantry Bay spread out below

you. Given what you’ve crossed to get there it’s difficult to
believe that you’re only just over 2km from your car in a
straight line - it certainly doesn’t feel like that!
Descent presents a dilemma. The obvious route from the
map is to head south to join the old route of the Beara Way,
but there have been access problems here and the route
is decisively blocked off at its western end.I didn’t fancy
retracing my steps over all the lumps and bumps around
Nareera so from the notch west of Sugarloaf I decided to
go up and round the south end of the ridge ahead then
drop into the top of Curraduff coum and traverse round
to meet the top of the starting path. This started off nicely,
with a grassy ramp leading up to a scenic notch on the
ridge, but getting down into the coum was a different
matter. The face was a mass of slabs, ramps and steep
walls running across the direction I wanted to go, with the
slabs being just at the angle where you think “I could get
down that” but then find it trickier than it looks. It would
be a fun scramble going upwards but was a nightmare to
descend. Even once down on the floor of the coum it’s a
much more up and down affair than it seems from the top.
It may be less distance than retracing your steps along the
ridge but it certainly isn’t quicker and involves much more
effort.
Even taking into account my poor choice of return route

Approximate map of area based on map
http://maps.toughsoles.ie/dist-maps/latest/Beara%20Way.pdf
courtesy Tough Soles
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Toberavanaha from Sugarloaf
iain thow

this was one of the most enjoyable short days I’ve had on
Irish hills and I can thoroughly recommend it, especially if
you enjoy playing around on rocks. If you’re in the area for
a few days then there is a whole load of other great walks
nearby. The Cummeengeera horseshoe is a superb day
out, wild and rough (but not as hard going as Nareera). I
actually met someone on it once, the only time that’s ever
happened to me in Beara. Turned out he used to be the
shepherd on one of my local moors in Derbyshire – it’s a
small world sometimes. Droppa is a lovely narrow ridge,
easy walking but “droppa” is certainly what it does on its
north side. Hungry Hill is another great rugged top - I’m told
it has an excellent view but sadly I’ve yet to see it. There
are also the delightful pointy summits of Knockatee and the
wonderfully-named Knockanouganish, both of which make
ideal trips if you only have an hour to spare. Although Beara
is largely County Cork I’m afraid I can’t resist pointing out
that most of the last few are actually in Kerry!

Sugarloaf from the west
iain thow

ED: We are happy to consider researched proposals for
changes to the names we are using for summits using
the Propose Places Database Change button on a given
place’s page. n
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Sturrall from the south

Cool Hand Luke
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iain miller

Iain Miller’s five year-old shows no fear in tackling the
terrifying (to adults) Sturrall in southwest Donegal.

T

he Sturrall Headland is one of the most outstanding
sea cliff features in Ireland. It is a true monster of a
headland sitting isolated and far from the real world. It lives
alone and equidistant between Glencolmcille Village to the
South and the An Port road end to the North near the south
west corner of County Donegal. It is an 800 metre long
and 190 metre high knife-edge mountain ridge which runs
from mainland Donegal directly west out into the Atlantic
Ocean. The summit of the Sturrall is quite an inaccessible
and foreboding place to visit. (https://uniqueascent.ie/irelands_longest_rock_climb)
To stand on the summit by the easiest way involves a sixkilometre round trip hike through the coastal hinterlands
of south west Donegal. Once on the ridge the route to the
summit involves a little bit of mountaineering guile and requires a great head for heights and exposure. The summit
ridge is approximately 80 metres long and a shade under
200 metres above the sea. This summit ridge is in part
less than a metre wide which most definitely gives walker a
feeling of walking on air very high above the Atlantic Ocean
and very far from anywhere sensible.
It was with these rather worrying statistics in mind that my
five-year-old son declared he wanted to stand on top of a
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sea mountain.

Hatching a cunning plan

Last summer I was involved in a day’s filming for Donegal
County Council with television presenter Monty Halls and
his six-year-old daughter Isla. The day involved climbing
the Realms of the Senses sea stack at An Port with both
Monty and his daughter. This sea stack climb involves a
short sea passage out to the base of the stack and a steep
mountain scramble onto its pinpoint summit. With young
Isla thus becoming the youngest person to have ever stood
on a Donegal sea stack summit. This was all, off course
filmed and made public as part of Go Visit Donegal’s ongoing tourism campaign.
It was a few month later that whilst watching Youtube Luke
saw the short film and of course declared, “I want to climb
a sea mountain.”
From that moment onwards he mounted a verbal campaign to fulfil his goal, with constant daily reminders to his
mum and I that he had not yet climbed the sea mountain.
It was at 4am one morning about a month later that Luke
woke me up with the by now very often heard question,
“Are we going climbing today?”
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A relaxed Luke
iain miller

The Summit

Sturrall summit.
It was towards the end of April that the planets
aligned with bright sunshine, no wind, a school
free day and his mother well out the way in Dublin, we headed to south west Donegal and the
Sturrall.

The Hulk and Chocolate Cake

Training

It was at this moment the decision was made and training began for a visit to the summit of the Sturrall. Training began with several visits to the
Foyle Arena in Derry to play on their On the summit ridge
indoor climbing wall. These training iain miller
sessions usually involved Luke doing handstands, WWE style on the
thick crash mats below the bouldering wall, whilst completely ignoring
the actual wall and any climbing.
After several indoor training sessions with the actual climbing pretty
much ignored, we upped the ante.
A visit to Cruit Island to climb outdoor rock was the order of the day.
With the dedication of a true professional Luke climbed three vertical routes on two different
sea cliffs whilst imparting his experience to his small audience far below his feet. Training over it was simply a case of
waiting for the planets to align to provide a suitable sunny
and wind free day to allow a safe ascent and return of The

Leaving the van in Glencolmcille it is short steep
hike up to the watchtower on Glen Head followed by a superb clifftop walk towards the
mighty summit. Luke pretty much ran this threekilometre section. We had packed a 12-inch
plastic Hulk to accompany us on our journey.
It was with the ominous threat of a Hulk smash
hanging over our heads we proceeded at a swift
pace to the start of the Sturrall climb. At the end of the
walk and where the Sturrall ridge meets mainland Donegal
we paused long enough don our climbing harnesses and
helmets. It is at this juncture
I must point out my secret
weapon in the proceedings. I
had packed a sizable square
of UBER chocolate fudge
cake which just happens
to be Luke’s favourite food
and our summit treat. We
ploughed on now roped to
each other with Luke leading
the way through very steep
terrain with a huge mountainside drop down to sea level
on our right. We rounded the
headland at a colossal speed with the continual ominous
threat of a Hulk smash combined with the promise of a
chocolate fudge cake summit, Luke was close to running
most of the way. The final hurdle to the summit is the metre
wide knife edge ridge with colossal drops either side of you
to the ocean far below. Luke off course, sped along
here and we found our selves standing on the edge
of the real world on the summit of the Sturrall.
On 25th April 2019, 5-year-old Luke and my good
self, stood on the summit of the Sturrall.

Luke on The Sturrall film
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFQJ6zFQj60

Sturrall summit
iain miller

Iain Miller (https://uniqueascent.ie/about_us) is a
rock, climber, hillwalker and guidebook author, living working and playing on the sea cliffs, sea stacks,
mountains and uninhabited islands of County Donegal in the Republic of Ireland. n
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Knockmealdown and Galtee:
new 1:25,000 Scale Maps from
East-West Mapping
John Fitzgerald
(jackill) runs the rule
over the latest maps
of these fine ranges
detail. Likewise, peat hags, turf
cuttings and gorse/undergrowth,
which can impact on a day in the
hills, are also detailed. I do like
the inclusion of cliffs and crags
however it can lead to a lack of
clarity in some areas where more
extensive cliffs are present.

Name Changes

E

ast-West Mapping have published new 1:25000 maps
for the Galtees and the Knockmealdowns. This adds
to their map of the Comeraghs which appeared early last
year.
I must declare a special interest here as these three maps
form the basis of the area where much of my initial forays
into hillwalking took place nearly 20 years ago using the
Osi 1:50000 Discovery series maps. This series does lack
the sort of local detail that EastWest have gone to such
trouble to include. It is in the filtering and use of that local
detail however that the East-West maps also fall down.
More on that later.

Extent and detail
The full extent of both ranges is covered by these
maps with no omissions. As with the Comeraghs maps
footpaths, forest paths and access points are shown in
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I was one of the reviewers of an
area of the Knockmealdowns
map. This came through a query
from EastWest on some of
MountainViews naming and height
information in the area.
Subsequently I was invited by EastWest to comment
on a small section of this map which roughly equated
to 10Km by 10Km area around the village where I live. I
found my correspondence with EastWest to be cordial
and informative and am happy to say most of my change
suggestions made it onto the finished product.
Several local place names and feature names in my area
appear on the Knockmealdowns map. The majority of
these have never appeared on a map to my knowledge
prior to this. This information is worth recording and
EastWest must have devoted may hours of research and
investigation to procure it and are to be congratulated for
their efforts.
For example, just outside Araglen in the townland of
Barnahown appears the wonderfully named feature“ Finn’s
Gullet” next to a small stream. My grandfather was born in
this area in 1903 and lived there for all of his 88 years. He
always referred to a drain to carry water as a “Gullot” a
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collection on Duchas.ie where it was
recorded in an essay entitled “ Names
of Peaks in the Galtees” by Maire Ni
Riain, a schoolgirl in the 1930’s living
in Aherlow, Co.Limerick.
I assume the same logic was used
where Carrignabinnia has become
Cornabinnia, Lyracappul has become
Gowla, Knockaterriff has become Bull
Hill and Knockaterriff Beg has become
Little Bull Hill.
Other changes of note are some
new
names which are probably
justifiable such as: Slieveanard NE to
Tullanebane, Laghtshanaquilla N to
Cnoc a Cheo, and Greenane West to
Cnoc an gCapall. We will of course look
at making changes to our database
where appropriate as we have done
with previous East-West names.
The map of the Knockmealdowns has
suffered less from name changes but
there are some notable exceptions.

The Knockmealdown map coverage with its neighbours.

term that is probably lost to most of us now as it was to me
until I came across it on the Knockmealdowns map.
This Finns Gullot name was sourced from the School’s
collection on Duchas.ie where it was collected from their
parents by three local girls Teresa Hyland, Mary Flynn
and Margaret Drislane in 1938. The entry in the ledger
that records this is written by Margaret Drislane, who also
appears to have transcribed quite a few other childrens
stories. However she spells it “Finn’s Gullot”. So, we have a
change in spelling by the time it makes it onto EastWest’s
map.
However, we are now getting to the fly in the ointment. Is
EastWest putting too much stock in local amateur sources
(myself included) and local historic documents such as the
Schools collection on Duchas.ie when adding names and
detail to maps?
What’s the harm in that you say? surely adding detail to
maps is a good thing?
The problem arises when you start to apply this logic to
more significant features such as mountains, most with long
established names that have appeared extensively in other
publications both historic and current and particularly when
you do not include any reference to the existing name.
In the Galtees map there have been significant revisions
to the names of the high peaks. Take Temple Hill which
has been named as such in OS maps going back to
1837 and is also listed on logainm.ie, the national place
names database. On the new EastWest map it appears as
Teampuillin which again I suspect comes from the schools

The Summit

The new Cnoc Sam
In the Knockmealdowns what was previously named
Knockmoylan on MountainViews has been named Cnoc
Sam, again based on an entry on the school’s collection
“Cnoc Sam called after Sam Clutterbuck who claims this
mountain.” Somewhat unusual naming I would say but
then the MountainViews name is based on the proximity to
Lough Moylan as no other name was known.
Also, in the Knockmealdowns Crohan West has been
changed to Crohan/Cruachan which agrees with Logainm
but disagrees with maps from the OSi dating back to 1837.
More discussion required here I would think.
MountainViews has always operated a policy of inclusion;
incorporate as much data on naming as possible, if there
is doubt then include all sides of the argument to better
inform the reader. Unfortunately for all the good work done
here by EastWest I do think they need to consider their
position on naming. Their maps are likely to become widely
used due to the excellent detailing of features and access;
however, it is a shame to see the policy of changing historic
names continued.

Conclusion
Buy these maps if you are planning to walk in these areas.
The extra detail and lack of clutter will serve you well.
Recognise that the naming policy is often dubious and cuts
across historic and officially recognised names. n
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Take a Walk on the
Wild Side: Hiking in
the Faroe
Islands

Words and photography by Sharron Schwartz
and Martin Critchley of Purple Peak Adventures.
12

The fairy-tale Múlafossur Falls
below the village of Gásadalur
purple peak adventures
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Many moons ago when listening to the BBC Shipping
Forecast, I first heard mention of the Faroe Islands. Although
I guessed that they were located somewhere way up in
the North Atlantic, I knew absolutely nothing about them.
Few people had back then. It was only after this tiny island
nation joined UEFA in 1990 and began to play the Republic
of Ireland and the Home Nations, that news and articles
about the Faroes began appearing in the media. They
sounded fascinating, despite the occasional opprobrium
meted out for their controversial whaling activity.

Located north of Scotland and midway between
Iceland and Norway, this arrowhead-shaped archipelago
of 18 basalt crags on the very edge of Europe was born
of volcanic activity some 55 million years ago. Settled by
Vikings during the ninth century, recent research shows
that the Faroes were inhabited as early as the fourthcentury, well before the period that Irish monks, the first
to visit these islands, were initially thought to have arrived.
Today this island nation of around 50,000 inhabitants
is a self-governing part of the Kingdom of Denmark (but
outside of the EU) with its own parliament, currency, and
language – Faroese - akin to Icelandic, and is still largely
undiscovered by mainstream tourism. But there are signs
that this is changing. In 2019 Lonely Planet, The Guardian,
The Sunday Telegraph and The Financial Times all selected
the Faroe Islands as a must-visit destination for those
seeking an authentic, unique experience in one of Europe’s
unspoilt wilderness areas.
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Their draw is obvious. Shrouded in mist and fog for
many days of the year, these treeless, grass-covered islands
soar dramatically straight up out of the wild North Atlantic
Ocean. Swept by salt-laden, nostril-stinging fresh air, the
islands are bedecked with a vibrant verdure resembling
crumpled green velvet, giving the Emerald Isle a run for
its money! Remote and sparsely-populated fishing villages
with picturesque turf-roofed houses cling like limpets to
rugged shorelines; pyramidal mountains rise steeply from
mysterious petrol-blue fjords; and the restless Atlantic
constantly pounds the
base
of
vertiginous
basalt cliffs that harbour
thousands of wailing
seabirds, making them
a spectacular Nordic
version of Hawaii. In the
summer they have almost
24 hours of daylight, and
sunset and sunrise seem
to merge into one. In
winter the days are short
with around five hours
of daylight, and on clear
nights the aurora can
illuminate the heavens
with its eerie green light.
M e r c u r i a l ,
melancholy,
magical,
mysterious, bewitching,
beguiling, bleak, wild,
primordial,
elemental
– all these words sum
up the Faroes. From
the moment you first spot their basalt peaks from the
window of a plane - poking up through the cloud, their
tops sometimes frosted white with
snow - to the thrilling descent into the
Scenery
airport of Vágar past skyscraperthat could tiny
high cliffs, you sense you’re in for a
be lifted
real adventure.
But to fully experience the Faroes,
straight
you
need to pull on your walking
from the
boots. Many of the islands’ hiking trails
pages of
are ancient and were used to travel
a fantasy
between remote villages for trade; to
visit family; deliver mail; and to attend
novel.
church or a thing (local assembly),
before the modern roads were built. The rewards of hiking
these rugged old mountain trails are immense, as they
pass through landscapes and offer scenery that could be
lifted straight from the pages of a fantasy novel.
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Viewed from Trælanípa Mountain, Lake Sørvágsvatn appears to
be scores of metres above sea level, but this is an optical illusion
purple peak adventures

As all land in the Faroes is in private ownership, visitors
are required to stick to the waymarked trails and not to
wander off them into the meadows or outfields. Here we
share our top five favourite day hikes.

Between Heaven and Earth:
Sørvágsvatn from Trælanípa
One of the most memorable vistas you’re likely to encounter
anywhere in the world is that of Lake Sørvágsvatn from
Trælanípa Mountain on the island of Vágar. From Miðvágur
Church on the outskirts of Sandavágur, follow the ‘Trælanípa/
Bøsdalafossur’ road signs along an unmade track towards
a small car park beyond the village of Miðvágurt.
The 3km trail, an old turf-cutters’ path, begins at a
gate leading into an outfield, and traverses undulating
mountainside above the 6km-long Lake Sørvágsvatn,
the largest in the Faroes, which curves round the foot of
Borgarheyggiur Mountain (252m) which lies opposite.
In summer the open heathland is a breeding ground for
oystercatchers, snipe and whimbrels, which noisily protect
their nesting sites.
It’s a fairly easy hike along a slightly muddy trail until the
end when you have a steepish climb up Trælanípa Mountain
(142m) where a jaw-dropping sight awaits. Vertiginous cliffs
over 150m high soar dramatically upward towards a trio
of peaks (Ritubergsnova 366m; Middagsfjall 343m; and
Ravnsfjall 269m) which lift their heads heavenward like the
prows of Viking long ships. High above the roiling petrolblue Atlantic, thousands of nesting birds wail banshee-like

from barely visible ledges in the monolithic cliff-faces.
Atop these cliffs, Lake Sørvágsvatn appears to be
scores of metres above the ocean, floating mirage-like
somewhere between heaven and earth, but this is an
optical illusion as it’s only about 30m above sea level. In
clear weather the views are extensive, encompassing the
southernmost part of Streymoy Island, and the islands of
Hestur, Koltur, Sandoy, Skúvoy and Suðuroy.
Trælanípa means ‘slave rock or mountain’ in Faroese.
This name allegedly dates from the Viking era when
disobedient or unwanted slaves were hurled from these cliffs
into the ocean to their certain death. Take care when walking
along the cliff tops as there are no fences, and one slip
means you’d undoubtedly
Disobedient or
meet the same fate as
unwanted slaves those unfortunate Viking
were hurled from slaves!
At the southern end
these cliffs into of Sørvágsvatn the water
leaves the lake via the
the ocean
Bøsdalaá River to enter
the Atlantic over the spectacular Bøsdalafossur Falls.
Scrambling down over the slabby basalt cliffs brings you
to a vantage point overlooking the point where the falls
thunder down over the cliffs to meet the ocean, which is
often churned to milk by the fury of the wind and ocean
currents. Enormous swells crash against the jagged
coastline, and the Geitisskoradrangur sea stack, a great
shark’s tooth of rock, looms up out of huge curtains of
sea spray. This end-of-the-world spot encapsulates the
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The much-coveted view from Kvívíksskoranøva
Ridge over the iconic Drangarnir
purple peak adventures

elemental atmosphere of the Faroes.
DKK550 (€73) per person. The rendezvous point is the Effo
For a final adrenalin rush, cross the Bøsdalaá River
petrol station at Sørvágur Harbour where there is plenty of
via some stepping stones and walk up the flank of
parking.
Borgarheyggiur Mountain towards a small
The hike is a fairly tough one taking
Distinctive
gorge with spectacular close-up views of
around 5-6 hours. From the harbour, the
Geitisskoradrangur.
spiky crests route threads its way very precariously along
Currently, you must return via the same
the cliff face right above the fjord, providing a
reminiscent
trail. Allow 2-3 hours. Foreign tourists are
few heart-stopping moments! Several small
required to pay DKK 200 (€27), the amount of those along streams are then crossed, and a fish farm and
payable by cash or credit card at the trailhead.
the spine of a numerous sheep shelters are encountered
This somewhat hefty fee is levied to create
the pebbly bay of Selvik. After about
marine iguana near
and maintain a new trail to protect the fragile
3km, and once opposite the village of Bøur
environment.
on the other side of the fjord, the route swings inland
and climbs steadily up a valley between the mountains of
A Hole in One: Drangarnir
Høgafjall (515m) and Kvívíksskoranøva (263m) which is full
of raucous nesting birds in summer.
A visit to Drangarnir, the collective name for a couple of
On gaining the ridge of the latter, you are rewarded with
iconic sea stacks - the holed Stóri Drangur (Large sea
a truly face-slapping panorama over the entire mouth of
stack) and pillar-like Lítli Drangur (Small sea stack) - near
Sørvágsfjørður. Marching away into the restless Atlantic are
the mouth of Sørvágsfjørður on Vágar, seems to be on
the iconic Drangarnir, the islet of Tindhólmur - its distinctive
everyone’s Faroe Islands wish list. The finest views are
spiky crests reminiscent of those along the spine of a marine
from a nearby headland, but as this is on private land
iguana – the islet of Gáshólmur, and looming beyond them,
you must hire a guide to take you there at a cost of about
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the island of Mykines.
The climb down towards the grassy cliff tops involves
a steep traverse along a very exposed trail where you
wouldn’t want to slip. The views of the dizzyingly high
cliffs to the south are exhilarating, offering impossibly close
vantage points over thousands of keening sea-birds flying
to and from cliff-face ledges. After a gradual descent to sea
level, you are rewarded with spectacular close-up views of
the holed Stóri Drangur with the seething Atlantic sucking
and snarling menacingly round its base (Lítli Drangur is now
hidden from view).
The return trail follows a lower route just above the
shoreline of the fjord, but for an additional €13 each
(weather and tides permitting), you can be collected by

The Summit

boat and ferried to Sørvágur which offers thrilling close-up
views of the sea stacks from sea level.

Life on the Edge: Bøur to Gásadalur

The most challenging of our top five routes is a 2-3 hour
hike on Vágar, following a 3.5km section of the ancient trail
between the villages of Bøur, a picturesque settlement of
black wooden houses with white windows and turf roofs,
and Gásadalur, formerly one of the most isolated villages
in the Faroes. It’s best to save this hike for good weather.
For centuries the people of Gásadalur really did live ‘life
on the edge’, having to take this tricky mountainous trail
rising to a height of around 430m, for the purposes of trade;
for moorage (there being no suitable anchorage in their
village); and to attend church, including
having to carry coffins for burial in Bøur’s
cemetery. The local postman walked this
route three
For centuries
times
a
week,
rain
the people of
shine! A
Gásadalur really or
helicopter
did live ‘life on
service
began in
the edge’
1983, but
the population dwindled to just 16 souls
by 2002. However, in 2004 this lonely
village was thrown a lifeline when a road
tunnel was built.
About 3km out of Bøur near the
entrance to the Gásadalur Tunnel, follow
a dirt track off to the left for 250m to a
small car park. From here the trail is initially
indicated by small wooden markers, and
traverses the seaward edge of the southeastern flank of Rógvukollur Mountain
(464m). It’s very steep and takes you
close to the grassy cliff edge, so proceed
with utmost care.
Welcome breathers can be taken
to soak in the exceptional views
over Sørvágsfjørður with Drangarnir,
Tindhólmur, Gáshólmur and Mykines
riding the horizon. The trail, now marked
by cairns, then climbs the southern flank
of Rógvukollur in a series of brutally steep
and rocky zig-zags, atop which you
encounter the líksteinurin ‘corpse stone’,
a flat rock marked with a small plaque,
Rooms with a view! Typical Faroese houses
which was a resting place for those
above Sørvágsfjørður in the village of Bøur
conveying a coffin to Bøur.
purple peak adventures
Thereafter the route turns inland over
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Saksun, the quintessential
picture-postcard Faroese village
purple peak adventures

steep boggy ground towards the northern
flank of the subsidiary summit of Krúkarnir
(414m) past a cairn marked Keldan Vivd
‘blessed spring’, which was hurriedly
consecrated by a priest in order to baptise
an ailing infant. The trail through a neongreen valley, which looks as if it has been
draped in brushed velvet, now becomes
clear and easy to follow.
Shortly after passing another cairn with
a plaque marked ‘Skardid’, the highest
point on the trial, you are rewarded with a
classic fairy-tale view. Over 300m below
you can spot the top of the Múlafossur Falls,
a great skein of water that has eroded a
bowl-shaped depression in the cliffs where
it plunges dramatically into the seething
ocean. Above the falls and dwarfed by
the nearby mountains, the highest on the
island, the diminutive village of Gásadalur is
laid out like an architect’s model. The route
descends very steeply to join the road at
the other end of the Gásadalur Tunnel via
another series of zig-zags, over ground
which is at first stony then grassy, and can
be very slippery when wet.
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Just below the village, take the pathway
to the left leading to a flight of crumbling
concrete steps to obtain an epic view of
the falls opposite. In summer, savour a wellearned beer in the village café before hiking
the same route back to re-join your vehicle.
Alternatively, hitch a lift or take a taxi (prebook it in Sørvágur). We don’t recommend
walking back through the pitch-black singlelane 1.4km Gásadalur Tunnel!

A Sojourn through Middle-earth:
Saksun to Tjørnuvík
Saksun on the island of Streymoy is the
quintessential picture-postcard Faroese
village. A cluster of ancient turf-roofed
buildings surrounded by dry stone walls
belonging to the Dúvugarður sheep farm
(now a museum) overlook a stunning
turquoise-blue lagoon, hemmed in by huge
cliffs with tumbling waterfalls. It resembles a
scene straight from Tolkien’s Middle-earth.
This tiny settlement was once connected
to the open sea, but in about 1600 a violent
storm blocked the mouth of the fjord with
sand, forming the lagoon below it. Until
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1858, the people living here had to walk to the neighbouring
village of Tjørnuvík to attend church, which entailed a steep
6-7km walk across the rugged, exposed mountainside,
which is the waymarked trail we describe. Leave your
vehicle in the village car park, allow up to three hours each
way, and stick religiously to the trail to avoid invoking the ire
of a somewhat combative local farmer!
Beyond the museum, head towards the Heljardalsa
Waterfall and follow the red and yellow markers up the
grassy hillside on its left. The trail then ascends diagonally
and steeply to the northwest, offering grandstand views
down into the lagoon, if the cloud base isn’t low and
moving across the hillside like a slow tsunami!
After about 400m at the base of Melin Mountain
(764m), the track bifurcates. The right branch heads over
the mountains to the fishing village of Haldarsvík via the
Skipádalur valley. The left branch leads towards Tjørnuvík
along the eastern side of the tranquil Frammi í Dal valley
through which the serpentine coils of the Gellingará River
meander, before rising gently towards the Tjørnuvíksskarð
Pass, which is marked by a stone cairn.
Weather permitting, from here you can see a cluster
of mountain peaks on the neighbouring island of Eysturoy,
including Slættaratindur (880m) and Gráfelli (856m), the
two highest in the Faroes, as well as the iconic sea stacks
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of Risin and Kellingir (Giant and Witch). These are 71m and
68m high respectively, yet they look absolutely dwarfed by
the nearby skyscraper-high cliffs of Eiðiskollur Mountain
(343m). A local legend states that these are petrified
Icelandic giants, caught in the rays of the rising sun as they
were trying to haul the sea stacks back
A local to their homeland.
Follow the cairn-marked trail that
legend descends
steeply to Tjørnuvík which
states that eventually floats into view, tucked away
these are above a sandy beach at the end of a
petrified fjord enclosed by steep, runnelled
mountains. Passing through a white gate
Icelandic brings you into the buttercup-strewn
giants meadows above the houses, and from
there it’s just a short hop to a café where
in summer you can feast upon waffles washed down with
strong coffee. Return the same way, or alternatively catch a
local bus to Hvalvík (change at Oyrarbakki) and then hitch (or
walk the 11km along the scenic road) back to Saksun.

The Light at the End of the World:
Kallur Lighthouse
Kallur Lighthouse on the northern tip of Kalsoy Island in

The view of Risin, Kellingir, and the vertiginous cliffs
of Eiðiskollur Mountain from the beach at Tjørnuvík
purple peak adventures
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Kallur Lighthouse is dwarfed by the mighty saw-toothed Borgarin Mountain.
Note the matchstick figures at the end of the ridge on the left. Look out for
this location in the forthcoming James Bond film, No Time to Die”
purple peak adventures

the north-east of the archipelago seems to be on every
Instagrammer’s bucket list. Situated between the islands
of Eysturoy and Kunoy, Kalsoy means ‘man island’, but
locals have nick-named it ‘the flute’, on account of its long
thin shape and the four road tunnels that link its four tiny
settlements - Húsar, Mikladalur, Syðradalur and Trøllanes –
which have a combined population of about 150.
Kalsoy is served by a mail boat (the Sam) which
makes regular crossings to Syðradalur from the port of
Klaksvík on the island of Borðoy. From Syðradalur, head
for the northernmost village of Trøllanes, which entails a
highly memorable drive through the narrow, dark, one-lane
tunnels, the longest of which is over 2km.
The 4km round hike should take around 2 hours. From
the village car park, proceed northwest along the road
past a farm to a red gate leading into the outfields. The
route climbs steeply along a faint trail skirting the base of
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Borgarin Mountain (537m) and can be rough and muddy.
Although it’s not a difficult hike, fog can engulf the area and
as the trail is not well-marked, orientation could be tricky.
But once you reach the lighthouse it’s a different ball game
altogether.
To gain the coveted and epic Instagram view, you will
need to progress past it out onto a promontory to the
north, which is accessed via a badly eroded knife edge
arête with death-defying drops to the seething ocean on
either side. It’s nerve-wracking enough on a dry, calm day,
and would be a very foolhardy undertaking in inclement
weather conditions. But the view of the lighthouse, built
in 1927, dwarfed by the mighty saw-toothed Borgarin
Mountain rising ominously behind it, is certainly worth the
squeaky bum moment!
The western coast of Kalsoy has incredible
phosphorescent-green promontories boasting vertiginously
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high cliffs. From a distance, anyone walking out along the
promontory near the lighthouse is reduced in size to a
mere matchstick figure. In addition to offering breath-taking
views, these towering cliffs are a critical summer breeding
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place for Atlantic puffins, European storm petrels, and
black guillemots. Their haunting and incessant cries greatly
enhance the end-of-the-world atmosphere of this place.
Return to Trøllanes via the same route. n

GETTING THERE The Faroese carrier, Atlantic

GETTING AROUND Car rental is available at Vágar

Airways, fly directly to Vágar Airport from Copenhagen
and Reykjavík year round, and from Edinburgh, Billund
and Bergen depending on the season. SAS fly direct to
Vágar Airport from Copenhagen.

Airport. Strandfaraskip Landsins, the Faroe Islands’
public transport company, operates a network of buses
that run between towns and villages, and ferries which
link the islands. See www.ssl.fo

The MS Norröna ferry operated by the Smyril Line,
sails from Hirtshals in northern Denmark to the Faroese
capital, Tórshavn, twice a week during the summer,
and once a week during the winter.

GUIDED TOURS A variety of guided tours, including
Drangarnir, can be booked via this website:
www.guidetofaroeislands.fo/
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Good kit
Bad kit
Douglas Reid (aka BleckCra) longstanding controversialist gives us his views
on outdoor gear. While agreeing with much, in our view some of this needs to
be taken with a pinch of salt. It definitely starts a discussion. We’ve included
what he wrote in full and at the end offer some different opinions.
I have been tramping the hills for 40 years. Initially
hooked by the scary Aonach Eagach ridge, reeled
in, then set loose into the Galloway, Borders and
Highland hills, all the Irish ranges, a bit of England
and a bit of elsewhere. I have pounded through
the blistering heat, the blinding rain, hail, snow,
thunder and lightning, raging rivers, bottomless
bogs, impossible crags and gullies and am now
here to tell the tale - the tale of... good kit bad kit.
First kit back in another century comprised a pair of floppy
Polish work boots, unbreathable top layers and a bumbag
free with aftershave.
I acquired a one-to-fifty map and a compass and started
eating up the Southern Scottish Highlands.
I won’t detain you with the details: many of us reading this
have a similar CV or a version of it; but many others are just
starting out or are just starting to become... addicted.
So, on the basis of whatever sapiential authority imagined
above and without berating other brands (which of course
are available), configuration etc, I will give my personal take
on the kit that makes the worst conditions bearable, the
best enjoyable and one day will save your life.

Boots:
Scarpa, Zamberlan, Brasher.
I had Vango Andalos in the 80s; boots that disappeared
behind the marketing mirk of more voluble brands. They
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would compete for comfort with the
Zamberlan 996 Vioz GTXs I now own
which are the best. Ever.
There are boots as good (sort
of) but dearer than they
are worth and many
cheaper not so
good.

Zamberlan VIOZ 996 GTX

4-Season Jacket:
Lowe Alpine, North Face. Good
brands for full face protection.
Needs to be at least 5000
mm rating if it’s to be any
use.
You can buy fancy but
overpriced
names
but as with a Ferrari
Testarossa in these
islands, when would
you get a chance to
use them?

Socks:

North Face 1990 Mountain Jacket
Bridgedale, Sports Direct.
Pure wool is fab but lasts 2 outings. Best for bed socks.
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Wet gear:
Sports Direct Gelert. I own these, top and bottom but also
have a very unattractive but workable bike cape (5 quid out
of Lidl) big enough to cover me and the rucksack. Good
plan. Except in howling wind.

RULE
Buy the best top kit - boots, 4 season jacket, winter hat
and gloves.
The rest, buy with wisdom and time and very little money.
2 season jacket, gaiters, trackies, bumbag, hats, 2 season
gloves, mid layer:
Regatta, Trespass, Sports Direct .... and Oxfam - a
lightweight wool top from the charity shop will outperform
tech layers any day and will cost 5 quid and not an
outrageous 150 quid. In the extreme cold, wear it as your
base layer.

Rucksack:

Karrimor X Lite
Running Backpack

For heaven’s sake do not spend
more than 50 quid which some
purveyors will demand.
The item is going to get trashed
in any case. Just make it
workable. 15-20 litres is fine.
The more space, the more crap
you will carry.
Mine is a 15 litre running
rucksack at 20 quid.
Get one with hip pockets on
the belt - spreads weight to
your hips and encloses bits and
pieces not least e.g. compass
which can be fastened to the
bag with a lanyard.

There’s a lot of hot air talked about base layers (and cool
air); that a cotton T-shirt will give you pneumonia in bad
conditions and that you need tech stuff. You do not. The
best is an old T-shirt saved from the bin.
I did 50 Munros in one - you could put it in your top pocket
when it was finished.
Lastly, I also carry a jungle hat for our tropical summers,
mini ski goggles for our Alpine winters and a survival bag
.... well, no point in having all that well-thought-out kit and
leaving it to the crows.
Finally, lastly - it’s usually not long before new companion
walkers turn up in examples of the walking kit I propose
above. I met some of them today in the mountain shop
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with bags of them.
This made me unduly pleased with myself but also very
pleased that they will get the same enjoyment (passion
even) out of the hills that I do.
Finally, finally, lastly... crossover.
Do you know that you can buy much of this kit in other
kinds of outdoor shops - and much cheaper? My first good
mountain wetgear came out of a motorcycle shop. You’ll
get all sorts of good stuff from sailing, running and fishing
shops.
Tight lines.
Must fly ...
Bleck Cra

ED: Touch of salt.
Ah yes, a lot of people started the same way as Douglas.
Certainly, I used industrial boots and cast off shirts and
trousers. Many noob walkers seem to be better equipped
these days, though last week I came upon a cheery group
of 20-somethings on Djouce with tracksuit bottoms and
runners in high wind and driving rain.
The trouble with paring gear back to the minimum is well,
trouble. And that usually means that for some reason you
have to stop moving in high winds and rain 4km from a
road. Personally, I’ve attended a few accidents (one fatal)
which meant waiting around exposed for hours which
could easily have made the attendees hypothermic. It
can start less dramatically – all of these have happened
in my experience: A member of the party becomes slow
& exhausted, the party gets cragfast, a stream becomes
uncrossable, someone got vertigo, the leader got lost. Do
you really want to be there with the minimal trendy right-on
gear for speedy walking taking hard choices about trying to
reach safety or wait for daybreak in 17 hours and the place
you are in doesn’t have phone coverage?
Cotton flaps around wet, heavy and poorly insulating on
the hills. Fleece insulates a bit even while wet and also
dries out whenever it can. For general day walking in
Ireland on wild ground bring a 30-35 litre daysack and
put in one or two spare top layers, waterproof trousers
and the contingency kit (torch, compass, food and drink,
phone, gloves, powerbank, bivvy bag or kisu etc). There’re
endless other refinements that we could suggest and much
we would agree about with in the article, but the stuff about
cotton and runners’ bags were two that need an alternative
opinion. n
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Completing lists - challenging,
interesting and great fun!
In 2019 two women completed lists
of Irish 600m summits: Liz Ashton
the 273 Vandeleur-Lynams, Christine
Gordon the 212 Paddy Dillons.
(More: mountainviews.ie/newsletters/
month/2019-10/#femalefinishers).
Margaret O’Sullivan is another
prominent lady summiteer and this is
the account of her ongoing effort to
complete lists.

the
Negotiating the final Rocky Ascent to
top of Little Sugarloaf.

Slieve na Calliagh (2005) showing entrance.
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’m a sort of accidental list completer. Having only started
hillwalking in my early forties, when I joined The Irish
Ramblers Club, I saw hillwalking as a step into a noncompetitive leisure activity.
Over the course of almost thirty years of hillwalking, I have
certainly admired people who took on the daunting task of
completing the Munros in Scotland for example .... however,
I never felt inclined to emulate this type of feat myself.
That is until, I became increasingly aware of the
wide range of mountain lists for Ireland available through
mountainviews. What interested me particularly was the
variety of lists which seemed to offer opportunities for
walkers to achieve a personal goal no matter what age/
stage they were at in their hillwalking careers. Also, some
of the lists, such as the County Highpoints or the Local
one hundred seemed pretty “doable” for the more average
walker such as myself.

The County Highpoints
The first list I focused on was the County Highpoints,
mainly because there were only 27 of these as some
tops, such as Cuilcagh and Knockmealdown, straddle
two counties. Given my work /family commitments, I felt
I could manage it. I quickly realised that I had completed
a significant number of these... some whilst doing club
walks or challenge walks, many whilst walking with my
now husband, Simon Stewart and friends. However, whilst
Simon and others were consciously “bagging” various
tops, I was happily tramping along in a state of “mountain
mindfulness” where “being in the moment” was far more
important than list-ticking.
Carrauntoohil and Lugnaquilla immediately spring to
mind in this list, both being challenging walks. However, for
me, it was the two lowest highpoints, in counties Meath
and Westmeath, that proved to be particularly interesting.
Slieve na Calliagh (276m) is home to a group of megalithic
tombs dating back to about 3,500 BC with access and
guided tours available through OPW.
Mullaghmeen (258m) has a beautiful beech
forest and also many reminders of famine times with
relic walls of famine fields, a booley hut (used as a
shelter during the summer grazing months) and the
flax pits, indicating the presence of the linen industry
in the area.
I will certainly be revisiting these tops as they are
also ideal for introducing smaller family members to
the wonders of the mountains.
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location. One of my favourites is the Little Sugarloaf which
has a somewhat challenging rocky ascent towards the top.
It makes for a lovely trip on a nice summers day with the
prize of a 360º view from the top.
Irish 900 up
The list is short with 11 of the 14 in the list located in the
MacGillycuddy’s Reeks.
I was considerably helped towards completing this
list by taking part in a MountainViews walk, organised
by Liz Ashton on Sat Aug 17th 2019. The walk, which
was led by John Fitzgerald in very challenging weather
conditions, took in the Eastern ridge of the Reeks. From
my point of view, it was a great “bagging day” giving me 6
of the Irish 900 up, an outstanding one of the highest 100
(Knocknapeasta) and 7 of the Vandeleur-Lynams. I also
learnt a valuable lesson, thanks to Liz, who pointed out
that Cnoc na Toinne was within about 150 metres of where
we would be coming off the ridge and that we should do
a quick dash to bag it. Many thanks to Liz, John and the
other “MountainViewers” who made this such a great
experience. My one outstanding top is The Bones Peak...
a daunting task on the horizon for this coming year.

Highest 100
The current “work in progress” is completing the highest
100... the aim being to complete the list for my 70th
birthday early in 2020.
The final 8 tops comprised Dooish (Donegal) ,
Mullaghanish (Cork), 5 in Kerry (Knocknapeasta, Brandon
Peak, Slievanea N E Top, Coomcallee and An Bheann
Mhór) and Bengower in Connemara, Co.Galway.
At the time of writing, there is one outstanding of the
Hundred Highest, Bengower in the Twelve Bens.
n Margaret O’Sullivan (osullivanm on MV)

Local 100
Next came my local 100. It was amusing to realise
that hills such as Killiney Hill or Bray Head Hill, which
I had climbed as a child, form part of this list in my

Dooish in Donegal visited by Margaret O,Sullivan (L) and Clodagh Veale.
(Photo: John Burke, Irish Ramblers Club)
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The Hillwalking Committee 2019,
Ruth Whelan third from left.
mountaineering ireland

Roundup of
Mountaineering
Ireland’s
Hillwalking
Committee,
2019
Chairperson Gráinne
McLaughlin brings
us up to date with
developments

T

he first year of the newly formed Hillwalking Committee
concluded with the last of four meetings held in
December 2019.
The appointment of Ruth Whelan as the official
Hillwalking Development Officer and secretary of the
Committee was a welcome step in establishing the
committee as a full pillar of the Strategic Development Plan
2018 – 2021. This is particularly welcome as Ruth has
been involved from the very beginning of the process to
set up the Hillwalking Committee. She is very aware of the
needs and requirements of hillwalkers and brings a wealth
of experience to the role. The early meetings were to
establish a good rapport among the 10 members, drawn
from applications of our members from all corners of the
island. It was also a way to get a feel for what is important
for our members and to try to find out how they wanted
the new Committee to work for them as individuals and as
club members. To this end, a project was begun with the
view to develop a Toolkit Club Resource. This toolkit is to
support clubs in attracting and retaining members. The first
step is to engage with the clubs and focus on what their
needs are and what resources they require to best utilise
this resource. A survey was designed and circulated to
our clubs, and we are still collating the results. NB - if you
have yet to respond we would urge you to complete the
survey. Please contact ruth@mountaineering.ie for further
information.
Irish Peaks
This book commemorates Joss Lynam by describing hikes
to each of the MountainViews Hundred Highest list. The
hikes were originally submitted by contributors from all over
the island of Ireland after his death. Given the passing of
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time, there was a need to check out the original hikes and
supply new photos. Members of the committee verified
a number of hikes based in the Wicklow, Tipperary and
Reeks areas, submitting reports complete with maps and
photos. Under the direction of Margaret and Alan Tees, the
book will hopefully be launched at the Spring Gathering in
Blessington, 2020
Walk Safely
The committee is revising currently the Walk Safely leaflet to
produce an update on the original publication. This leaflet
is general information for anyone interested in walking or
hiking in Ireland and will be distributed around to clubs,
tourist offices, B&Bs and Hotels throughout Ireland. It is
seen as user friendly, not only for local walkers but also
visitors from abroad who may want to experience the
joys of the outdoors in Ireland. The new leaflet should be
available shortly in its updated version.
Official Irish Mountain List Proposal
There was a proposal to draw up a headline list of Irish
Mountains of approximately equal difficulty to the Scottish
Munros which would be a go-to for anyone interested in
any form of walking or hiking in Ireland. Such a list would
be seen as being at the head of a series of intermediate
lists such as the County Highpoints and Hundred Highest,
mentioned above. The proposal has resulted in bringing
together, in a subgroup, some of the Hillwalking committee
and outside specialists to consider the best approach to
ensure that this develops into a serious and worthwhile
project. This group met at the end of November when Simon
Stewart, David Owens and Peter Walker of MountainViews
gave a very informative presentation to showcase the
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present situation of existing lists in Ireland. It is hoped that
this project will get underway in 2020 in its considerations
and in due course, will influence and enthuse walkers and
hikers everywhere to get involved in climbing lesser known
summits and hills all around the country. It was decided
that the name Arderins would be the most appropriate for
the finalised headline list.
Social Media
The need to upgrade the quality of Mountaineering
Ireland’s communications and marketing is seen as the
most urgent point to be addressed. Currently there are
ongoing plans for all aspects of social media from Website
to Facebook and Instagram to be updated and improved.
The upgrading of software to facilitate this plan has been
approved by the Board and we look forward to the new
era of Mountaineering Ireland’s social media face in 2020.
Mapping
The Committee has met with OSi and plan to improve
communications with this body and to work with their
plans for future maps which are in the process of being
developed. It is felt that there is a need for hikers/ walkers
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to enthusiastically by the Hillwalking Committee and one
of our members has walked the entire route in Ireland
to check on current conditions and to report back on all
aspects including grid references, access, flora, fauna,
geology, history and culture!
The Irish Section of the E8 European Long Distance
Walking Route from Dursey Island in W Cork to Istanbul
in Turkey is a moderate to strenuous 12 – 30 day (600
km) walking route from Dublin city to the western most
point on Dursey Island in Co Cork, and can be done in
either direction. It incorporates a number of Ireland’s own
long distance National Waymarked Trails including: The
Wicklow Way starting from Dublin, The South Leinster Way
(The Barrow Tow Path), Stage 1, Stage 2, S3, S4, The
East Munster Way, Stage 1 and Stage 2 The Blackwater
Way (the Avondhu Way and Duhallow Way ), The Kerry
Way and finally The Beara Way in west Cork.
See the ERA website for further information: https://www.
era-ewv-ferp.org/e-paths/e8/
Further ideas
We are in the process of working on other ideas for projects
to be undertaken by the committee and are very receptive
Listing a Vista; Arderin Cnoc na gCapall in
Kerry’s Dunkerrons fronts a score of challenges.
simon stewart

to input into official maps in order to meet the needs of
all users, hikers, walkers, climbers, cyclists. We would
welcome any feedback from both clubs and Training
Providers, in order to inform this project going forward.
European Rambling Association
A request from the ERA for Mountaineering Ireland to
have a representative on a subcommittee involved in
updating European long distance hikes was responded

to ideas or feedback from anyone who is genuinely
interested in hiking and walking in Ireland. We will consider
all and choose the most appropriate subjects to work
on and develop. We hope that we will work to facilitate
information sharing between clubs and to build stronger
relations with other organisations interesting in hillwalking.
You can contact us either through Mountaineering Website
or else directly through ruth@mountaineering.ie n
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Pinnacles near Rysy summit
fergal hingerty
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Rysy – eye of the
sea in the Tatras,
Poland and Slovakia
OUNTAIN
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Fergal Hingerty experiences the grandeur of the High
Tatras while tackling Poland’s highest summit.
Another roll of thunder cracked overhead... lightning flashing across the sky and still more
black clouds were gathering overhead. Mindful of the distance to cover ahead and trying
not to rush I placed my foot in the cleft and gripped the iron chain tight. Whilst been
aware of the long drop to my right i moved my body upwards whilst keeping tight to
the cliff. The ‘chains (Via Ferrata style) on Rysy will be interesting I was warned and
they were...
Day 1
On the first part of the journey
I was looking at all the life
There were plants and birds and rocks and things
There was sand and hills and rings
The first thing I met was a fly with a buzz
And the sky with no clouds
The heat was hot and the ground was dry
But the air was full of sound
Horse with no Name
- America
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On Friday morning I flew into Krakow airport and from
there I got a train to the centre of Krakow and from there
a bus to Zakopane. When I arrived at Zakopane I had
to find the local bus which than brought me after a 30
minutes ride to the large car park at the entrance to the
national Park at Palenice Bialzañska. Here there are two
choices to get to Morikse Oko where my accommodation
and friends awaited. Either pay 50 Zloty to get the horse
drawn carriages driven by the local Gorale people (who are
a distinct ethnic group in Poland) or walk the short distance
of 9km on foot...
The local Gorale People have operated the horse
drawn carriages for countless years but it is now subject to
a lot of scrutiny and controversy. The ten people carriages

places I have ever seen. The lake of Morskie Oko (Sea Eye)
at 1395 metres height is surrounded by over 24 peaks that
have a height of 2,000 metres or more. The biggest lake in
the Tatra mountains welcomes over 50,000 visitors a year
to gaze into its crystal clear 51 metres deep green water
and look at the majestic mountains surrounding it.
Equally impressive is the PTTK wooden hut (1410
metres) beside the lake which is the third hut on this site.
This fantastic listed building from 1898 (a previous one
built in 1874 burnt down) has a bar/restaurant and 2 dining
rooms and many sleeping places (8 rooms) for those who
wish to stay and venture further up the Tatra mountains.
However this is very popular so book well in advance, it
even has a souvenir shop for those of you who can’t keep
away from materialism! The
first two huts had burnt down
but there was no smoke on the
water so thankfully there was no
stupid with a flare gun nearby.
I went up to the hostel and
on the terrace outside were
my friends Patrick, Marcel and
Lenka. After some food and
a beer or two we chatted to
some local Polish people who
had tried to climb the mountain
that day and abandoned due to
heavy rain which made the rocks
slippery when wet. The weather
forecast for the following day
had thunderstorms arriving
in early afternoon which is
typical for this area in July. So
we resolved to get up early
the following morning and we
Lake Morskie Oko
retired to the four bed room we
fergal hingerty
had booked.

are drawn by horses at a trotting pace which they insist is
not harmful. However as the carriages and people are a
considerable weight especially on hot summer days, it puts
a huge strain on the horses (one of which dropped dead in
2009 in front of shocked tourists).
So having this knowledge already, without hesitation I
walked the short distance to Morskie Oko. There is a gradual
ascent of 425 metres over this distance and the views on
raging rivers, plunging waterfalls, steep cliffs overhead and
brief glimpses of the High Tatras make this a very pleasant
walk indeed. The walk to Morskie Oko is clearly signposted
with time left on the walk indicated which is very helpful as I
was watching the gathering black clouds overhead.
After a few hours I arrived at one of the most impressive

Day 2
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Dark clouds gather in the east
Calm before the storm
The devil sends his messenger
Hurricane is born
Lightning strikes across the sky
The tempest has begun
Raging forces take control
Destruction soon will come
All Hell Breaking Lose
- Saxon
We got up early at 6.00 am and had breakfast, something
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I was well used to from climbing mountains. As expected
the sun was up and the clouds that were due to appear
were not in sight yet. The fears and worries that had slipped
into the mind the previous night started to disappear in
the excitement and anticipation of the day ahead. Having
ensured we had enough provisions and water at 7 am we
started to walk along the shoreline towards the climb for
the next lake Czarny Stew Pod Rysami.
After a walk of around 1 km along the seashore with
great views of the iconic Mnich mountain the climb started
in earnest. After a short climb on a rock strewn path with
a height gain of 188 metres we arrived at Czarny Stew
Pod Rysami ( The Black Lake below Mount Rysy) This lake
whilst not as spectacular was Morksie Oko was still very
impressive, it is deeper at 76 metres but it is the view of
what lies ahead is what catches the eye most.
We had a brief water break and then again walked along
the lake shore to the next part of the climb, this section of
the rocky path wound up and around in a zig-zag fashion
till we reached a small plateau at Bula Pod Rysami at 2054
metres. We had been watching the clouds overhead which
were darkening by the second, but will our luck hold that
was the essential question?
Now came the interesting bit, there was much traffic
up and down to this point and it was straightforward so
far but here the chain work started. The fixed chains to the
rock help the climbers to get over otherwise inaccessible
and unsafe terrain. However the “one string of chain-one
person” rule applies here for safety reasons. Some of this
was straightforward and some was not but the essential
part was to focus on the job in hand.
There is a few hundred metres of this climbing/
scrambling and there is considerable exposure on some
section but the biggest problem was a threat of a heavy
downpour, strong wind and the people descending
whereby you had to find somewhere safe to cling onto the
rock-face off the chain as they descended.
Soon Patrick said “Rolling Thunder”, Marcel replied
“Howling Rain” , thereupon Lenka said “like a Hurricane”.
There was only one answer i could give than... “Hells Bells”.
When you are hanging onto chain and hearing thunder
in the distance, it is the lightning which the steel attracts
you are worried about. Although with the odd falling rock
from climbers ahead that is also a different but nonetheless
constant worry. On occasions tourists are killed each year
on this section, so helmets are needed.
There than followed an hour of scrambling/climbing
upwards and finding a narrow section of rock to grip at
one side as people descended. The average slope on this
section is 30 degrees rising to 44 degrees on the Rysa
section.
Eventually we arrived at the summit of RYSY (Polska)
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2499 metres where there was 50 or so people already
there. This is the tenth highest mountains in the Tatra
mountain range
There is a wonderful view back down onto both lakes
which makes them look like “The eyes of the sea” from
legend. Equally there is also a wonderful view of the other
very steep mountains in all directions.
The photographs were taken quickly under a dark
threatening sky with rumbles of thunder and flashes of
lightning nearby and than after a short while the others
went down the track towards the mountain refuge hut on
the Slovak Side.
I went to climb the nearby peak of RYSY (Slovensko)
2504 Metres as both were right at the border and started
Author at Rysy summit
fergal hingerty

to head down to the track to head towards the mountain
refuge hut where we had booked in for the night.
Just as i reached the track from RYSY (Slovensko) the
heavens opened and a sheer downpour started, but I was
happy at least we had already summitted and we were
heading down on the easier Slovak side. Should we have
been on the smooth rock attempting to climb up with the
chains it would have been very dangerous indeed.
The Refuge hut at Chata Podd Rysmi is located at a
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Fergal and Lakes Czarny Stew Pod Rysami
and Morskie Oko from the summit
fergal hingerty

height of 2250m (the highest in the Tatra Mountains) and is
open from June 15th to October 15. The trail at the Slovak
side is closed from November 1st to June 14th as the high
Tatras is prone to avalanches due to the conditions there.
There were a few short snow fields to cross on the
way there and after an hour or so i arrived shortly after
the others at the refuge hut. This is also popular with day
climbers from the Slovak side so it is a busy place during
the summer nights. We were joined by Lenka’s boyfriend
Martin and we had some food and some beer and even
some ‘Tatretea’ to get the evening started.
One of the most unusual features of this hostel is the
toilet on stilts entered from the stairway at the side but with
a glass panel in the front where you can look at the view
whilst doing your business. However access to the toilet is
over a 100 metre tricky section of rock which would not be
recommended in pitch darkness without a head torch or an
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accident can ensue.
Day 3
As the sun breaks above the ground
An old man stands on the hill
As the ground warms to the first rays of light
A birdsong shatters the still
The Flight of the Icarus
- Iron Maiden
The next morning at a very early hour Martin and Lenka
left the hut to see the dawn rays from Rysy, I was asked to
join them but decided instead to grab some more sleep.
At seven am we got up and had our breakfast, however
before our descent there was some drama ahead.
The previous evening a woman arrived who had climbed
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on the Slovak side but she was wearing low shoes without
ankle supports (which is definitely not the recommended
footwear when climbing). As a direct result when she had
briefly stumbled, she than badly sprained her ankle.
Unlike the Polish mountain side of the Tatra mountains,
on the Slovak side of the border you have to pay for any
type of rescue and as there was a chain section on the
descent this woman needed a lift.
The manager of the refuge called the rescue helicopter
to come and fly her to the hospital. Despite the angles
being tight, the valley not very wide and the landing area
barely the size of a car space the pilot showed great skill in
landing. Within seconds the stricken woman was carried to
the helicopter to be whisked away off the mountain.
Shortly afterwards we packed and started our descent
on the Slovak side. The first part of the descent to the
waterfall on the Slovak side in the sunshine was very
pleasant and then we had a small section of chains to go
down. No where near as dangerous as the Polish side we
navigated that quickly and easily.
Than we encountered a man with vital provisions (a
beer keg and food) in a wooden holder on his back. These
walkers/carriers get paid for each lift to the mountain refuge
Cahta Pod Rysmi, it is a tough walk at any time but to have
30 kgs on your back is not easy!
Eventually we reached the lake Popradske Pleso at 1494
metres, there were many restaurants and bars there and as
it was early a decision had to be made. Would we climb Ihla
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v Ostrve (1872 metres) or have a few beers (Zlaty Balsams)
in the sunshine. The vote was unanimous... Piwo (beer).
After two beers we continued our walk down to the tram
stop where Patrick and the others had parked their cars.
They gave me a lift to the nearest town Stary Smokovec
(although I also could have caught the tram) and from there
we parted and i got the bus back to Zakopane and my
adventure was over.
However, I will definitely be back as there are many
magnificent mountains and well marked trails throughout
the length and breadth of the Tatra Mountains.
Footnotes:
1. Best to climb Rysy in August as the rest of year it is
prone to snow and avalanches and in July there are
thunderstorms.
2. We left Morskie Oko at 7 am and arrived at the mountain
refuge at around 2pm, unless you are going to climb
elsewhere in the area, it might be prudent to continue on
down the Slovak side to arrive around tea time.
3. If you are climbing on the Slovak side of the Tatra
Mountains always get insurance, as a helicopter ride is not
cheap.
4. Unless you are used to exposure do not attempt the
chain on the Polish side of Rysy, because deciding to turn
back halfway it would be far harder to go down than to go
up.
5. Walk to Morskie Oko, don’t use the horses. n

Tatras through the clouds
fergal hingerty
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Spectacular Achill Head from Benmore

The Summit
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Treasure
Island
Na Sléibhte do
Awestruck on Achill.
Na Sléibhte Hill-Walking Club Walk
made their first visit Achill Island
- and they weren’t disappointed,
writes Gerard Sheehy

Every island to a child is a treasure island.
– P.D. James

W

e were Achill children for a day.
We’re talking about a club that is made up of selfnavigating challenge hill-walkers and all in attendance
had never walked the mountains of Achill Island before.
Individually, we’d looked at them and come to the
conclusion, that ‘Yes! I must walk those hills someday.
Someday. But when?’
July came around. The forecast was good. Travel and
accommodation plans were made. And, on the 13th of that
month we assembled like excited Christmas Eve children
at Dooagh Strand. If you weren’t in bits after the walk, you
could go for a swim.
After leaving the Dooagh Loop track you’re hit with
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mad wild open ground on the 187m ascent to Lough
Acorrymore - corrie lake and reservoir. A gentle contour
around the SE spur of Croaghaun at 250m and then you
lose your breath. Why? Because you’re looking down on
Keem Bay.
The children are in awe until such time as the mind
reverts to thinking about the walk and deciding that it’s
going to take a bit of effort and energy to pick their way to
the Look-out Post atop Moyteog Head.
The excitement continues as we follow the line of the
cliff edge towards Achill Head. There’s a brief discussion
about how far we’ll go along here as we’ll be going-outto-come-back for the ascent of Croaghaun SW Top. A
member takes off at pace. We eventually find him in quiet
reflection, gazing out to the Westernmost point of the
Island. He’s remembering the day he kayaked around

here in less clement weather
conditions. “Were you going
around the coast of Achill
Island? Ah God no!! I was
kayaking around the coast
of the Island of Ireland.” In
a situation like this, there’s
nothing any of the rest of us
can do except look at each
other in silent wonderment.
Croaghaun is tough
but the vistas continue to
be spectacular. You can
see visual evidence of the
absolute battering that the
North coast of the island takes
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from the Atlantic. The clouds are becoming scarce and the
temperature is rising. You’re crossing the Owanavally at
350m so some of us top-up from its waters.
We can see Slievemore ahead, it’s 7km from where
we’re now standing. We’ve 17km walked to this point. You
need a bit of a psychological lift, as that 600m climb at the
tail-end of the walk can play havoc with the mind.
You get that ‘lift’ in the form of a view. A view of
Cornaclea Hill, Slievemore, Blacksod Bay, Annagh Strand
and the lowest corrie lake in Ireland - Lough Nakeeroge,
at 18m above sea-level. “Stop lads. Take out the phones.
This is the money shot for the day. Will this walk just ever

Lough Nakeeroge, Blacksod Bay,
Cornaclea Hill and Slievemore
gerard sheehy
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stop throwing up treasures?”
There’s a bit of traffic on the
ascent of Slievemore. Some of
us are struggling at this point
and welcome the pauses to
chat with those having their
breaks. “Where did you start?
Where are ye coming from?”
The replies are lost on some
that aren’t familiar with the
geography of the Island. For
the one or two that are, it’s
just a case of “Jesus Christ!!
Are ye mad?”
We spend some time
on the summit taking in the
fantastic 360. Tired now but the
rewards are worth it. Outside
of hillwalking, the phrase ‘It’s
Next up:
all downhill from here’ has
Croaghaun SW Top
negative connotations. When
gerard sheehy
someone says it towards
the end of a long day on the
mountain with 6km to go, it’s most welcome.
It’s said that a dip in the Atlantic would be of great
benefit to assist with the recovery from a challenging walk.
But, there are days when you just want to hop in the car
and head for home. All the time reliving and retracing
the thousands of steps you’ve taken on yet another
#AwesomeWalk with Na Sléibhte Hillwalking Club.
ED: For all the time spent in awe or wonder, the club
racked up 31km, with 1800m ascent over 8½ hours. True
to form. n
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The Burren
Cracks in porcelain grey
are known as grykes –
haphazard slits of lime dust,
seeps and calcareous drips.
Respite from sun and gouging wind,
damp and shady recesses,
perfect cradles in the slabs
for rare orchids and buds.
Grykes are all around,
not just on rocky landscapes.
They are in every familiar territory;
some invisible, others plain.
Shelters from limestone certainty,
havens for growth and surprise;
nurseries, orphanages in the entrails
of a slab-strewn world.
David Murphy

David Murphy (Pepé) is the author of
five books, mainly fiction. This poem first
appeared in About Place Journal Vol 2 #
2. It will also feature in Drowning in the
Desert, his first poetry collection due from
Revival Press in 2020.
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Carrowteige Loop:
stunning coastal walking
in north-west Mayo

Coastal splendour on the Carrowteigue Loop
john fitzgerald

The Carrowteige Loop and its variants is one of Ireland’s
best kept secrets with cliffs, sea stacks and an ancient
earthwork along the route.
Starting at the car park in Carrowteige Village, take
the Children of Lir loop (blue arrows) on a public road
2km downhill south-westwards to the cemetery near
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Benroe Point. It is from this point that the real hike begins.
Cross open grassland at sea level and then, after a short
rise along a minor road through a narrow, purpose built,
fenced in pathway (the only unpleasantly soggy part of the
loop), join the Black Ditch, an ancient earthworks, which
forms the coastal path for the hike from there as far as
the Children of Lir monument. Travelling northwards from
Alt Breac, the sea offers a terrific range of coastal views
including beaches. Cliffs begin to appear, and get bigger
as the path ascends.
Although it was February, the Black Ditch offered a
raised path above the boggy surrounds for most of the
way, and small bridges have been installed to take the
walker over the few breaches in the ditch. There were a
few short boggy patches but nothing too serious. Overall
the underfoot conditions were excellent.
At the Children of Lir monument, the blue route turns
south makes its way to Carrowteigue Village. However,
the red route (The Black Ditch Loop) offers a variation by
continuing eastwards at the monument for a further 1 km,
and then turns south to rejoin the Children of Lir loop at
Stonefield on the way back to the village.
Overall, this is a fascinating, enjoyable and accessible
11km hike amongst spectacular scenery. Well worth a visit
in my opinion.
Finally, although not on this route, I should mention The
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Stags of Broadhaven, a group of four
precipitous rocky islets rising to almost
100m, that are located about 2km north
of Benwee Head and are of ornithological
importance. It is possible to extend the
hike by diverting to that headland from
the Children of Lir monument and then
return to complete the hike back to the
village.
n John Fitzgerald (member jgfitz)

The Summit

The Children of Lir monument
john fitzgerald

The Black Ditch
john fitzgerald

Coastal promontory on the Carrowteige Loop
john fitzgerald
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Slieve Carran/ Keelhilla
Nature Reserve

A hill that offers family walking in an
unusual landscape with archaeology and
limestone, writes Damian McDonagh

F

or anyone who has an interest or deep sense of Irish
history and wants to savour a great hike in County Clare,
whilst at the same time getting out of the comfort zone for
those who would not normally describe themselves as
hikers, then a hike up to the summit of Slieve Carran in the
Burren National Park covers all the bases. It’s straightforward
enough, and a hike I would describe as moderately difficult
due to the slow going over the karst limestone.
The 4500-year-old cairn perched on the summit of Slieve
Carran in the Burren National Park is definitely one of the
largest I have encountered. This has never been excavated
and I can only imagine the size of the portal tomb sheltered
inside. A chamber like tomb constructed to house the
bones of the ancestral dead. The views from the cairn are
astounding and if you look north you will see the other cairn
perched at the summit of Turlough Hill, offering a breathtaking view of Galway Bay This cairn like Slieve Carran has
never been excavated and is mysteriously surrounded by
70 or so Bronze Age hut foundations, these foundations
continue to fascinate archaeologists. The location is
incredibly exposed and is without any form of running water.
Yet the site houses one of the best-preserved megalithic
sites in Ireland if not the whole of Western Europe.
If driving from Kinvara follow the directions to the Burren
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National Park - the small parking area on the right. This is
the entrance to the park. Through the gate and look left to
see the old stone wall running up the side of the mountain.
Over the wall and follow this for about 10-15 minutes and
gradually veer left taking you to the centre of the mountain
where you should see the large cairn in the distance. Take
your time walking over the Karst limestone and certainly
much easier to return the way you came when you have
seen both cairns if that is what you wish but you can just
go as far as Slieve Carran and not further to Turlough Hill. n
Slieve Carran summit cairn
damian mcdonagh
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The 119

The Significant Peaks of
Britain and Ireland - a proposal
An Cliseam (799m), Harris
mark trengove

N

ot another British list, I hear you say. You may be aware
that there are almost as many lists of hills in Britain as
there are hills. That, of course, is not true, but sometimes
it feels like it. Rob Woodall, in a previous edition, has
introduced Irish readers of this journal to the confusing
plethora of British hill-lists. You can chose to bag from
‘traditional’ foot-based lists such as The Munros, author’s
choices such as The Wainwrights, or plunge into the world
of metric prominence-based hill-lists, such as The Marilyns.
To understand ‘prominence’, see the useful introduction on
the website of the Relative Hills Society (RHSoc) at https://
www.rhsoc.uk/prominence/.
And now yet another hill-list – The 119. This is a list of
the one hundred and nineteen hills and mountains on the
islands of Ireland and Britain that have a prominence of at
least 600 metres. You can view it as a sort of loftier version
of the Marilyns.
There are twenty-five in Ireland, seven in Wales, four in
England, one on the Isle of Man, and eighty-two in Scotland.
Familiar mountains such as Yr Wyddfa (Snowdon), Scafell
Pike and Ben Nevis are, of course, included. However, the
list will take you far and wide, including to such far-flung
islands as Harris and Lewis and South Uist in the Outer
Hebrides, to climb An Cliseam and BeinnMhor respectively.
What makes the list unique is that it covers both Ireland
and Britain. The hills in our islands do form a geographical
and geological unit worth exploring as a whole.

The list may appeal to hill-walkers in Ireland who want
a tool to explore the hills of Britain, without taking on the
considerable commitment of working through such large
challenges as The Munros. Although the list has a strong
Scottish bias, a selection of Welsh and English hills will give
you a taster of the hills of these nations too.
The list can be obtained in downloadable leaflet form
from the bottom of the page on my Europeaklist website
at https://sites.google.com/site/europeaklist/Home/irishrepublic. It also features on the Hill Bagging website, with
which you may be familiar, at http://www.hill-bagging.
co.uk/P600m.php.
To date, only fifteen people are known who have
completed the list. The last person took it on as a charity
challenge, completing within a year. As far as I know,
nobody from the island of Ireland has yet to complete the
list, so who’s up for the challenge?
n Mark Trengove
Mark is a leading light in Bagging without Borders, a group
for international summit visiting and has his own website,
Europeaklist ( https://sites.google.com/site/europeaklist/ )
MountainViews members, does this list sound interesting?
It has advantages in that it far more easily achievable as
British-Irish list for an Irish person than say the Munros.
Comment welcome.
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Torc Waterfall
Stanisław Ludwieñski

Forces of
nature
Peter Walker takes the plunge
and looks at some of Ireland’s
most impressive waterfalls

Y

es yes, I know the site is called
MountainViews, but surely everyone who likes mountains likes waterfalls too? Actually, scrap that...surely
absolutely everyone likes waterfalls? I
mean, has anyone anywhere ever said
‘You know what I don’t like? Waterfalls. All that falling water...what’s that
all about then?’ You see? I rest my
case.
And I’m going off at a bit of a tangent.
I apologise. Anyway...
A while ago, noted French visitor to
our shores David ‘The Lone Peakbagger’ Guenot posted a picture of a long
skein of water secreted away in the
Sheefrys, and mused as to whether
this might be Ireland’s highest waterfall. This set me wondering...can this
question be answered in a definitive
fashion? What is this island’s greatest
juxtaposition of H2O and massively
compressed contours? And am I going to upset (and not for the first time)
a lot of people in Wicklow? Let’s examine the contenders, and let’s have
a heated debate!
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Powerscourt Waterfall
Let's begin with the one considered to be the correct answer by most folk willing to venture an opinion. The Dargle
drains the sodden south side of Tonduff in the Wicklow
mountains, ambling down the hanging valley of Glensoulan
before meeting the lower corrie. In this case 'lower' means
'quite a lot lower', and the river slides down its 121 metre
drop, playing quite gorgeously on the rocks as it fans out
in its bottom section.

The Summit

sight, flowing well all year round as it has a fairly substantial
catchment area. It also has plenty of height. But the fussy
might point out that a side-on view (such as that from the
Wicklow Way in Crone Wood) reveals that it's really just a
big long waterslide rather than a sheer leap; if we were to
use the Guinness Book of Records' old definition of a cliff
(a slope of 45 degrees or greater) it could be argued that
it's not really a waterfall at all...
...but let's not be churlish. Least of all your author, who
actually got engaged here. I remember driving my intended
up the road to the falls, her complaining that she'd been
here before and had no interest in going again, pretty much
dragging her out of the car to yet more grumbling (it was
Boxing Day and hence slightly cold), getting down on both
knees to propose (I know it's meant to be just the one
knee but I was a bit wound up), her saying 'no' for a laugh
before she said 'yes'...and the whole thing being soundtracked by loud trance music being played by some cheery

powerscourt
waterfall

It's hardly a secret place given its relative proximity to
Dublin, and as such it's a very popular venue with tourists and various amenities are provided for the unwashed
masses on the flat area at its foot (without their being overly
visually jarring, it must be pointed out). It's also an oft-used
haunt of the media: Arthur, Lancelot and Guinevere got up
to 'all sorts of shenanigans' (a technical term) here in the
1981 film 'Excalibur' for instance, and it cropped up several times in the recent historical drama series 'Vikings'.
It also nearly played a massive hand in the history of
England. In 1821 King George IV was visiting Ireland, and
during his stay he was billeted at the nearby House by the
5th Viscount. Said Viscount hatched a ruse to impress his
guest, and arrangements were made to dam the Dargle
above the falls so that an even-more-impressive torrent of
water could be released as he stood with the King on a
viewing bridge at the foot of the cascade specially constructed for the purpose. This turned out to be exactly as
sensible as it sounds, and when the water was finally released the bridge was summarily obliterated by its force.
Fortunately for the King his banqueting was going so well
that he couldn't be prised away from it, and a splashy accidental regicide was avoided.
From an objective standpoint, the Waterfall is a glorious

Powerscourt Waterfall
peter walker
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Eastern European folks who were having a barbecue. Ah,
memories.

The Devils Chimney (Sruth in Agaidh an Aird)
Most travellers on the road from Sligo to Enniskillen will
have noticed the signs beckoning them around the north
sruth in agaidh
an aird

Sruth in Agaigh an Aird
peter walker
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side of Glencar Lake to see the Glencar Waterfall, and some
may even have followed them. Their reward? A pretty 50ft
cascade sequestered in woodland and further augmented
by tea rooms and ice cream vans.
But many will have noticed that the Glencar Waterfall
isn’t really THE Glencar Waterfall at all, as a short distance
west the cliffs typical of the Dartrys rear imposingly up
above the road, and a small mountain
stream throws itself off them to death
and glory. This is Sruth in Agaidh an
Aird, the Devils Chimney, and with a
sheer leap of 150m it’s another fall
that can definitely get away with calling itself Ireland’s tallest. The landowner
has generously built an easy path that
loops its way past various excellent
viewpoints (both of the waterfall and
the Glencar valley itself) and the area is
very definitely worth a visit.
The downside? The falls take relatively small drainage, and any sort of
dry spell reduces them to a mere black
streak on the white limestone cliffs.
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The Mare's Tail, Hungry Hill
peter walker

Hungry Hill Waterfall (The Mare's Tail)
We have to venture a long way to reach the other contender that already publically claims the crown, down into
the wilds of the Beara Peninsula. Here lies the awesome

the mare's
tail

peak of Hungry Hill, a massive bulky eminence where fearsomely steep slopes of benched rock strain skywards before giving up into a bizarrely innocuous grassy crown. It's
an impressively primeval area, with said impression being
heightened by the network of minor roads timidly scratching their way around the mountain's perimeter...there are
many hidden corners hereabouts.
Several mountain loughs are held fast on these imposing declivities, and the largest of them is Coomadayallig
Lake. Its outflow meanders cheerily eastwards for a (very)
short while before hurtling down the collapsing mountainside in a kamikaze fashion to meet the relative flatness of
the valley below. This is the Mare's Tail, claimed by many to
be the highest in Ireland (and higher than any in Britain too)
falling well over 200 metres. In full spate this is indeed a
glorious sight, a notion not lost on the director Neil Jordan
(or at least on his location scout) who stained the whole
cascade red for his (other) vampire film 'Byzantium'.
With my analytical head on, the Tail scores on durability (it
flows year round with a constant supply of water from the
lake) and sheer height, but as with Powerscourt it is definitely a long multi-tiered cascade rather than an individual
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fall, and while it may plunge over
200m vertically it does so over a horizontal distance of well over 300m,
so it's failing the cliff test too. Also,
it may flow year round but unless it
has been (or is) raining very heavily
the volume of water will probably be
slight (as it was on my visit).

Gleninchaquin Waterfall
While we're down in the south-west
(and indeed remaining on the Beara
peninsula) there's another contender that should probably be shouting
its claims from the rooftops. From
the northern coast Gleninchaquin

gleninchaquin
waterfall

Gleninchaquin Waterfall
peter walker
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snakes beguilingly into the
hills, a valley of tremendous
interest with a succession of
substantial loughs and a fine
stone circle that makes it easy
to imagine that the Ancients
never really left this place.
And that's before you get to
the valley head, where the
River Geartha forms a wondrous curtain of water sliding
down over huge boilerplates
of dark sandstone. Locally
known as 'The Cascade',
this is the Gleninchaquin Waterfall.
The river falls approximately 140m from a substantial upland hollow; as
such, it flows year round and
forms a remarkable animated
white wall when in spate (try
Googling it). Somewhat inevitably it too fails the 'cliff' test,
but it's still spectacular. The
Gleninchaquin Park charges
for admission but has a good
range of amenities (waymarked walks at all levels, a
restored historical dwelling,
picnic area, tearoom), and it's
a location that should be a
priority for anyone in the area
who's never visited it before.
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Glenmacnass Waterfall
peter walker

glenmacnass
waterfall

Glenmacnass Waterfall
Let's be clear, this 80m cascade is not seriously in the running for the prize, given that a) it's 'only' 80m high, and b)
it's definitely a long waterslide rather than a 'proper' wa-

terfall. But it is definitely the most
accessible such sight in Ireland
(given how prominently it's seen
from the R115 road from Laragh
up over the Sally Gap), and it is
quite impressively tall...and sometimes you do have to curry favour
with the Wicklow crowd, don't
you? Plus somebody would have
asked about them if I hadn't mentioned them.
The falls take substantial
drainage from the higher reaches
of Glenmacnass, and so can be
fairly guaranteed to have a substantial flow at any time of year
(but in common with almost all
waterfalls are best visited during
or just after heavy rain). And to be
fair to them, they deserve better
than to be just driven past; park up, get out and have a
look...it's one of the finest sights in the Wicklow Mountains.
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Aasleagh Falls
peter walker

Aasleagh Falls
Only kidding. Quite nice though.

Aasleagh
Falls
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Tievnabinnia Waterfall
Ah yes, the one that triggered this whole article.
The Sheefrys are amongst the quietest of the
high mountains in Mayo, providing some rather
fine and very lonely days for the more connoisseurial of the walking fraternity. There are surprisingly narrow ridges, lofty plateau, and some
very steep sides. And it is down one of these
sides (the SE side of Tievnabinnia in fact) that a
feeder stream for the Glenlaur River plummets
down a vegetated cliff. Contours suggest it's
between 200 and 250 metres high...
It's certainly in the same height ballpark
as the Hungry Hill Waterfall, and like that (and
several others) it's not quite a gradient of 45
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degrees (although it definitely seems steeper
than Powerscourt or Gleninchaquin). But it really does drain a very small area towards the
top of the mountain, and as such will be conspicuous during or just after rain (and quite
possibly hidden by cloud under those circumstances) and basically invisible during a dry
spell. It's well worth noting if you're walking
hereabouts, but I wouldn't personally give it
the prize...

Tievenabinnia Waterfall
david guenot

So, after all this rumination, where actually should that prize go? We've discovered
that the parameters in play go beyond mere
height, with steepness and seasonality also
demanding consideration. Perhaps we've realised that reducing the consideration of one
of nature's most wondrous of wonders was
always liable to end in technical discussions,
definitions and tears.
But from a purely personal standpoint, I
think the answer is Sruth in Agaidh an Aird,
and the web's most eminent authority on
these matters (the World Waterfall Database)
agrees with me.
Well, that or the Hungry Hill Waterfall.
Now, where's that fence... I need to sit down
for a bit. n

tievenabinnia
waterfall
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Challenge Walking 2019
Camaraderie, flasks of hot tea and fat-shaming. All the things that make us come
back for more writes Jim Holmes

On the Maamturks Challenge
jim holmes

G

roucho Marx said once - "I wouldn’t join a club that
would have me as a member!"
But it takes Clubs and the camaraderie that they generate, to get the job done! No doubt you've heard this famous quotation more than once from me... but last year,
more than ever, it had a commanding resonance in the light
of the dropout rates, see later!
In this vein, congratulations to the Lagan Valley Orienteers who expertly took on the mantle of running the
Mourne Seven Sevens for the first time this year and
ensured an invigorating event was had by one and all!
But such a great walk simply could not, not happen! We
are Challenge Hillwalkers, with an abundance of brute
force and ignorance to help move mountains to get any
job done.
We tend not to be swayed, for the most part, by bad
weather either. At this stage we all have our dry-gear and
rain-gear down to a fine art. When it rains there's a certain
pagan poetry to the acoustics of the day... and when it
pours... I hear every raindrop collide with an explosion as it
crashes to the ground. Think it's what we audiophiles call
a Blood Harmony!
And yet before we can labour the pains of the day, we
have to arise at a God-forsaken hour! "Maumturks usually
means a little after 3", even though sleep the night before
never comes easy.
Áine McGirl talks of how there is an incredible dynamic
at play at 3am in Leenane (where the famous Maumturks
Challenge rolls into at the end of a full day's toil nowadays). The hotel has a curious annex that the hillwalkers
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like to secure. As the metal staircase starts to resonate
from the vibration of the walkers leaving their rooms and
heading for breakfast, everyone now is all too aware of the
day that is to come. There are ladies having just put the last
of the tourists on The Wild Atlantic Way to bed, now providing a full breakfast, packed lunches... and even flasks
full of piping hot tea for the Challenge that is to ensue.
Early morning bus drivers or willing friends to the Challenge
Walker, begin a logistical dance to the start. Then at 5am
is when this great Challenge Walk begins. There are many
other Challenge Walks that need this devotion as well.
Many make a weekend of it, so as to alleviate stiffness from
the Big Walk and then make sure to have a nice "picnic"
Walk the next day... and this is where many a Hillwalking
Club does this to perfection.
Personally I walk this Challenge with old friend Eddie
(Fat Boy) McBride - because it's always important to have
a Walking Buddy on the Walk itself and the training beforehand! Note the photo of us both atop Benbaun on the 12
Bens one year where I have ensured to Photoshop out any
evidence of a tummy that I might have so as to make sure
he looks fatter than me!
As always, the past season saw many a new friendship being
made by many, as all of the host Clubs reported back on one
memorable and successful Challenge Walk after another...
"A cold and heavy mist dominated for the first few
hours, as far as Letterbreckaun for many. This meant constant navigation and correction was very much required.
Driftings of snow were still very evident within the more
sheltered areas of the Turks.
As challenge hillwalkers, competent navigational skills
should be a prerequisite, yet this would catch out a lot of
walkers as time slipped away. Of 250 walkers who set out
on the morning of this mighty walk only 150 would successfully receive their well-earned certificate!"
Quote from The Maumturks Challenge 2019, Jim Holmes.
Into May and The Blackstairs Challenge was thoroughly enjoyed by all, but goodness, there was a seriously
biting breeze atop the higher summits. 2020’s Blackstairs
Challenge sees the host club, The Wayfarers celebrate
their 50th anniversary.
Continuing on and rolling into June and the Lug Walk.
"Consistent rain easing to lingering mist dominated until at
least Mullaghcleevaun. Then afterwards you would have to
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say that the weather was clear and certainly not bad. Yet
on this day well over 40% of the hardy souls who braved
the day would not go on to receive the coveted Lug Walk
certificate on completion! And no one doubts the massive
effort put in by all. But as I've teased before, this isn't one
of the toughest dates in the Challenge Walks Calendar for
no unknown reason!"
Quote from The Lug Walk 2019, Jim Holmes.
Joyce Country Challenge
"Spirits were high as walkers greeted each other and the
organisers as everyone looked forward to a great day out.
The smell of sun cream soon added atmosphere of expectation. With walk cards and compasses at the ready the
first walkers headed into the cool morning in the direction of
Maumtrasna. Groups from all parts of Ireland and hardy individuals soon spread out across the geological wonderland
from Maumtrasna to Knocklár and on to Devils Mother"
Quote from The Joyce Country Challenge 2019, Patsy Cahalan.
Taking place in the beautiful vale of Glendalough and reporting great success was the inaugural outing of the Hardy
Annuals Challenge Walk. This Walk seeks to encourage present and older walkers to continue walking and invite
the new walker... no matter what their age. On the day, the
weather was perfect, which made the whole experience a
very enjoyable one for everyone who took part.
Never remaining idle and never being deterred, the
world of Challenge Hillwalking has bred many a legend in
his own lunchtime that can not only self-navigate blindfold
but can be immersed into the mountains in the depths of
Winter and easily identify their position while eating their
hang-sangwiches upside down in a recessed peat hag!
Geary Brylls eat your heart out (or drink your own "random sample" why don't ya!). Tom Milligan, who was instrumental in the organisation of The Hardy Annuals, last year
completed his millionth Lug Walk and his thousandth Art
O'Neill... give or take one or two!
Mid-August saw the Fei Sheehy Challenge dominate the Calendar.
The first Day of this three Day Challenge saw weather
that was energy sapping, but never would this, or the far
from promising forecast, dampen optimistic spirits.
"The weather was oppressive on Friday but these hillwalkers don't give that dominion over the challenge. They're
prepared".
What a brilliant, brilliant quote from Gerard Sheehy who went
on to complete his own personal Challenge of the ascent/
descent gain of 100,000 meters a year over open country
and mountainside. And all of this for the last three years in a
row too which was akin to doing 130 Croagh Patricks a year
(from sea level)... and then doing it all again next year... and
the year after. Simply put - an incredible feat!

The Summit

Paddy Denis from Na Sléibhte Hillwalking Club even practiced in wet, soft sand at his closest beach so as to replicate the energy-sapping soggy bog that was to greet all on
last year's Lug Walk.
And what have they all these inspirational Challenge Walkers got in common..? They have all been and are, pillars in
their own respective Hillwalking Clubs. What were those
words from the bauld Groucho again?
But as we roll into the forthcoming season with no
evidence whatsoever of a surplus mince pie or a turkey
tummy (praise be to Photoshop once again!) - the quote of
the year definitely comes once again from The Maumturks
2019 on which both disposition and decorum I constantly
struggle with...
“Are you taking the wee-wee” I was aggressively asked,
yes aggressively! And to me of all people the checkpoint
at Bin Idir an Dá Log, after I gave my answer of “about 8
hours”. The question from the young girl in her innocence
was “how many more hours are left from here?” As the
time was now 11 in the am - my mathematical wizardry
proved perfectly correct in her case! Oh, and she didn’t say
wee-wee either... her oration was more akin to the rhyming
slang “hit and miss”.
Never was one for "I told you so" [ED: but you just did]
... curiously, last year's season saw a large number of participants on Challenge Walks with alas, an element of being
under-prepared. As a leading figure in Mountain Rescue
expressed to me - "Hopefully we're not seeing the scenario
whereby doing a race up and down a bunch of peaks is
starting to appeal, last thing at night, to a bunch of punters
in the pub!"
Seriously for a moment though, where do we go from
here when the two "Big" Walks saw a forty per cent failure
rate. Some suggestions: We join a Club if not part-of already.
We use a shared track: there are GPX tracks galore to be
found on the MountainViews website, not just on the Challenge Walks page. We need to reflect on the dropout rate.
Onwards and Upwards Boys and Girls. Keep Safe and
Enjoy Your Day!
Jim Holmes.
MountainViews Challenge Walk Calendar 2020
Link: https://mountainviews.ie/challengecalendar/
'Fat Boy' Eddie and Jim Holmes

jim holmes
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Irish Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

2019 winner North from Slieve Binnian

b

Wicklore (Mark Brennan)

2019 runner-up Dawn from Beennabrack, Brandon range
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b

MountainHunter
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Irish Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

Hangmans Hill, looking towards Leean

b

magnumpig

Mullaghash and Benbradagh from Knockanbane Mountain, Sperrins

b

aidy
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Irish Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

Aghla More, with Errigal beyond, seen from Aghla Beg

Snow blowing off Galtybeg
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b

b

ochils_trekker

ilenia (Ilenia Venditti)
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Irish Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

The Black Valley

b

On the Slieve Binnian plateau

peter1

b

Peter Walker
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International Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

2019 WINNER The Quiraing, Skye

b

Purple Peak Adventures

2019 RUNNER UP The Bulnes de Naranjo at sunset, Picos de Europa
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Purple Peak Adventures
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International Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

Iguazu Falls, Argentina-Brazil

b

Colin Murphy

Caldera Peaks and the ridge to Mulhacen, Sierra Nevada, Spain

b

Onzy
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International Gallery
Outstanding photography from MountainViews members in 2019

Funningsfjørður, Faroe Islands

b

Purple Peak Adventures

La Pared, Fuerteventura, Canary Islands
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b

simon3
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guest speakers

olivia o’leary
Path of Dreams: the Barrow Way
iain miller
the cliffs and sea stacks of donegal
Plus what’s new for MountainViews and
the Awards Ceremony For Completers of Mountain Lists
or Contributors to Hillwalking / MountainViews.
Don’t miss this evening of talks, humour, socialising for all interested
in walking and hillwalking. And a drink or two.

Where: Lansdowne Hotel, 27 -29 Pembroke Rd, Dublin 4.
When: Friday 21st February, 8pm (Doors open 7.30 pm)
There will be a charge of €10 on the door.
Directions here www.lansdownehotel.ie (with plenty of parking in Wellington Road)
Excellent bar facilities and meals available.
Should you wish to stay overnight please consider staying with the Lansdowne.

the summit of ireland's
hillwalking calendar

